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special report

Higher Education
A look at tertiary level choices in Cyprus

More focus given to CVs
As the economic climate in Cyprus has changed
so has what students expect to gain from a local
tertiary education. Annette Chrysostomou looks
at how what was formerly a little-used service is
helping to shape people’s futures
tudent affairs have
a long tradition of
helping students in
a number of ways,
such as assisting students
from abroad in adjusting to
life in Cyprus and ﬁnding
housing. In many private
universities, international
students were the ones
most interested in what
the services had to offer,
and they, having no home
base, were also the ones
who tended to join the
clubs and societies of the
institutions.
Nowadays there is also an
increasing number of ways
in which the universities
aid local students.
“Before mainly the international students used
the student affairs,” Myria
Thrassou, head of student
affairs at the University of
Nicosia agreed. Now, she
said, this has changed. One

S

of the main reasons for this
is the economic situation.
In recent years the local
students have increasingly
expressed interest in the
internships and volunteer
opportunities the university has to offer, something
that was rare in the past.
“Some of them even said ‘I
don’t need a CV, my father
will ﬁnd me a job’. Now
they want a CV from year
one,” Thrassou added.
The European Cyprus
University also sees its role
changing due to the job
climate. The head of the
student affairs Eleni Markantoni explained that the
most important service
is nowadays centered on
helping students to ﬁnd a
job and get a career. “Under present labour and
economic conditions this is
totally different now,” she
said, “we don’t consider the

job done until we deliver
the student to the market.
“We are unique as we have
career surveys dating back
to 1991, for example we
know which percentage of
graduates found employment in which destination.”
The approach is multilateral, she explained. Whereas in the past student affairs might help a student
writing a CV, there is now
much more than that.
Technology
helps.
The
university has a platform
similar to Linkedin, which
links over 2,000 businesses
in Cyprus and hundreds of
businesses abroad with the
students.
As well, the more than
5,000 alumni are an important part of a mentor system as well as providing
jobs for those who graduate.

At the European Cyprus
University a plethora of
student activities help the
students prepare for the
job. Different kinds of internships are offered, and
simulation exercises are
used. For example, students may be graded on
how they would start a
business and manage it
successfully.
Frederick University student services consider that
the most important thing
for a student is the beginning. This is of utmost
importance for both their
academic and personal
progress, director of studies and student welfare service Natassa Frederickou
stressed.
That’s why the services
spend some time and effort to help the students to
ﬁnd the right programme
of study.

A free voluntary course
to help students decide
on this is an offer many
take up. For one week in
the summer the new students come to the institu-

tion every day. A number
of activities and tests are
carried out to help the students understand about
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Your dream... your career!
Additional incentives for ﬁnancial aid and scholarships plus Long Distance
Postgraduate programmes of study now available at Neapolis University Pafos

E

NROLLING at Neapolis
University Pafos enters
you into a high standard
academic environment of
undergraduate and postgraduate studies in a stimulating and
enjoyable environment. Students
can develop their academic and
personal skills in an international
setting. With Paphos being the European Capital of Culture for 2017,
the city has become even busier
with exciting events and creative
activities and is attracting people
from all around the world.
Neapolis is ideally located in the
center of Paphos and only a few
minutes from the beautiful coast.
It contains its own convenient and
comfortable campus that includes
living facilities for students, classrooms, a fully functioning library,
a big restaurant/student lobby,
two swimming pools, a gym and
a tennis court. There is free WiFi throughout the entire campus
and its facilities are unique among
Cypriot and Greek universities,
usually found in big cities, allowing its students the distinctive experience of studying and living in
an exclusive setting. Moreover, it
is part of the Leptos Group, one
of the biggest and most dynamic
companies on the island.
The biggest advantage of Neapolis
is the quality and dedication of its
faculty, most of whom have vast
teaching experience and research
in European and Greek Universities. Based on such faculty and an
ambitious strategy, it has quickly
become one of the best private
universities in Cyprus.
Student beneﬁts at Neapolis
University Pafos:
• High standard education
• Academically experienced and
dedicated faculty
• Stimulating and enjoyable environment where students develop
academic and personal skills in an
international setting
• Convenient and comfortable

campus life with excellent accommodation facilities
• Student clubs
• Support team for all student requirements
• Modern premises and facilities
• Accessible and frequent bus services connecting the town and all
cities
Neapolis University and its programmes are fully accredited by
the Ministry of Education. As a result of the evaluation and accreditation the status and standard of
the University and its degree programmes is conﬁrmed, both within
Cyprus and overseas, and it gives
an indication that Neapolis University is a high quality provider of
tertiary education.
The following programmes are
available:
Undergraduate:
Business Administration
Accounting, Banking & Finance
Economics
Law
Psychology
Real Estate
Applied Informatics
Architecture
Landscape Architecture
Postgraduate:
MBA
Banking, Investment & Finance
Public Administration
Educational Leadership and Management
Public Health Care Management
European Governance
International & European Business Law
Educational Psychology
Counselling Psychology
Theology
History
Real Estate
Information Systems
Construction Management
Landscape Architecture
Distance Learning Postgraduate:
MBA

Public Administration
Educational Leadership and Management
Public Health Care Management
Educational Psychology
The vision of the University is to
create a dynamic learning environment focused upon the student, to
become a unique centre for education to diffuse new knowledge, engage in research and provide students with knowledge and skills
for successful careers.
Academic excellence
The learning procedure at NUP
is based on the quality of the
academic staff as well as on the
use of modern learning technology, which creates an environment
that enhances efﬁciency in the
educational procedure. NUP has
created an academic environment
that values and promotes free, active and original intellectual inquiry. NUP academics have a long
teaching and research activity in
their area of interest and encour-

age students to develop skills of
research and the ability to learn
autonomously towards achieving
academic excellence.
Research
Neapolis University Pafos aims to
support and promote the educational and research activities of
the Institution and to contribute
to the overall spiritual and cultural development of the University
community. NUP academics are
members of international research
centres and participate in conferences all over the world, while
their papers are well received by
the international academic community. NUP has launched the
following Research Centres: Centre for International Tourism Research, Centre of Environmental
Research, Counselling Centre for
Psychological Support and Evaluation
Fees and scholarships
The university offers

students

various ways of payment of the
tuition fees, as well as scholarships
and discounts with various criteria
(e.g. high school-leaving certiﬁcate
grade, excellence in sports activities, funding difﬁculties, members
of families with many children,
etc.).
Financial support
Neapolis University provides ﬁnancial support based on academic or
non-academic criteria for students
to continue their studies at the
University. Neapolis University has
enacted the criteria and the procedures to ensure fair treatment for
all applicants. (Visit the website to
download an application form for
ﬁnancial support).
Admissions
The university admits students irrespective of nationality, race, religion, or gender, provided that they
meet the predeﬁned admission criteria of each programme of study.
The general admission criteria
are based on the type and quality
of previous studies, the grade obtained in previous studies, and the
suitability of the candidate for the
requested programme of study.
Entry Requirements
• Diploma awarded by an accredited educational institution of secondary education
• Good knowledge of the English language (GCSE or IELTS or
TOEFL CERTIFICATES)

NEAPOLIS UNIVERSITY PAFOS
2 Danais Avenue, 8042 Pafos, Cyprus
T: +357 2684 3300 / E: info@nup.ac.cy
Url: www.nup.ac.cy
www.facebook.com/NeapolisUniversity
www.youtube.com/user/nupaccy
www.linkedin.com/company/neapolisuniversity-pafos
www.twitter.com/nupac
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Your Dream..
your Career!
PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
Undergraduate

Postgraduate

Distance Learning

qBusiness Administration

qMBA

q MBA

qAccounting, Banking & Finance

qBanking, Investment & Finance

qPublic Administration with
specializations in:

qEconomics

qPublic Administration

qLaw

q &EVDBUJPOBM-FBEFSTIJQ
.BOBHFNFOU

qArchitecture

q (FOFSBM.BOBHFNFOU

qLandscape Architecture

q 1VCMJD)FBMUI$BSF
.BOBHFNFOU

qReal Estate Valuation &
Development
qApplied Informatics
qPsychology

qInformation Systems

q &EVDBUJPOBM-FBEFSTIJQ
.BOBHFNFOU
q (FOFSBM.BOBHFNFOU
q 1VCMJD)FBMUI$BSF
.BOBHFNFOU
qEducational Psychology

qLandscape Architecture
qInternational & European Busness Law
qEuropean Governance
qEducational Psychology
qCounselling Psychology
qReal Estate
qConstruction Management
qHistory
qTheology

NEAPOLIS UNIVERSITY PAFOS
2 DANAES AVENUE, 8042 PAFOS CYPRUS Τ: +357 26843300 / info@nup.ac.cy

Connect With Us!
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Pioneering local
medical training in
partnership with global
healthcare leaders

T

HE University of Nicosia started the country’s
ﬁrst
Medical
School in 2011 by offering the St George’s, University of London medical degree.
It is the only Medical School
in Southern Europe that has
been accredited by an international organisation - the
UK General Medical Council, which quality assured the
St George’s programme. It is
also the only Medical School
in Cyprus to have graduated
doctors, with its ﬁrst two
cohorts of graduates now
practicing in the UK, the US,
Canada, Europe, Israel and
Lebanon.
Thanks to the success
of the partnership with St
George’s and to the experience gained through this
collaboration, the Medical
School expanded rapidly in
the past few years, enriching its programmes of study
and
attracting
students
from around the world, with
its total number of medical
students expected to reach
600 by October. The Medical
School currently offers three
degrees:
The St George’s, University of London Bachelor in
Medicine and Bachelor in
Surgery (MBBS), a four-year
graduate-entry British medical degree that is quality
assured by the UK General
Medical Council. This degree
is awarded by St George’s,
University of London.
A Doctor of Medicine (MD)
six-year undergraduate entry degree awarded by the
University of Nicosia. The
programme uses a number of innovative teaching
methods, and students gain
clinical experience as early
as their second year. Clinical
placements in Years ﬁve and
six are at teaching hospitals
in Cyprus, and students have
the option to spend a sixweek elective in the United
States during their ﬁnal year.
A Postgraduate Diploma
and Masters in Family

Medicine awarded by the
University of Nicosia and St
George’s, University of London, with the opportunity
to become an International
Member of the UK Royal
College of General Practitioners. It is designed for
physicians working as family
doctors or as specialists in
internal medicine, paediatrics or gynaecology and who
are interested in upgrading
their knowledge and skills –
an ideal preparation for the
key role that such clinicians
will play in the future National Health System of Cyprus.
The success of the University of Nicosia Medical
School, which has attracted
talented students from more
than 23 countries across
North America, Europe, the
Middle East and Australasia, is based on a number of
key factors: its international,
renowned faculty; its innovative curricula with early clinical exposure; its purposebuilt, high-tech facilities; and
its strong partnerships with
institutions that provide
clinical training locally and

abroad, such as hospitals in
the USA (Swedish Covenant
Hospital in Chicago, Southampton Hospital in New
York, Westchester Hospital
in Miami, Shriners Hospital
for Children in Massachusetts, Ponce Health Sciences
University Hospital in Puerto
Rico), in Israel (Sheba Medical Centre at Tel Hashomer)
and in Cyprus (Nicosia General Hospital and Limassol
General Hospital).
As part of its mission to enhance healthcare, continuing medical education and
research in Cyprus and the
region, the Medical School
has also partnered with the
Royal College of Surgeons
of England, serving as their
regional testing centre for
Southern Europe and the
Middle East.

For more information
on any of the degrees
offered by the University
of Nicosia Medical School,
call 22-471900 or visit
www.med.unic.ac.cy
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!À5NIVERSITYÀWHICH from the start

nurturesÀANDÀsupportsÀYOURÀDREAMSÀ
ANDÀleads youÀTOWARDSÀREACHINGÀTHEM
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Frederick University has a 50 year presence in the
forefront education sector in Cyprus, systematically
contributing to the development and advancement
of higher education. Frederick University is the only
university in Cyprus with license to operate in two
cities – Nicosia and Limassol. Its License of Operation
WAS GRANTED BY THE #OUNCIL OF -INISTERS  A˃ER A
comprehensive and in-depth evaluation of all aspects
of its operations and structure. Today, the University
OPERATES ʿVE   3CHOOLS OʾERING MORE THAN 
accredited and fully recognized programs of study
which cover a wide spectrum of academic domains and
cutting edge areas, including engineering, sciences,
the arts, education, humanities, health sciences and
architecture. Furthermore, from the new academic year
10 new innovative programs of study at undergraduate
and postgraduate level will be added to the university
both in Nicosia and Limassol.

RECOGNITION AND DISTINCTIONS
3TUDIESÀ O˯EREDÀ ATÀ &REDERICKÀ 5NIVERSITYÀ AREÀ BASEDÀ ONÀ THREEÀ PILLARSÀ 1UALITYÀ
À)NNOVATIONÀ À#OMPETITIVENESSÀ)TSÀTHROUGHÀTHISÀFOCUSÀTHATÀTHEÀ5NIVERSITYÀ
WASÀTHEÀ˰RSTÀAMONGÀALLÀ#YPRIOTÀUNIVERSITIESÀTOÀESTABLISHÀANDÀO˯ERÀPROGRAMS À
ADDRESSINGÀKEYÀSOCIETALÀNEEDSÀINÀ˰ELDSÀSUCHÀASÀ-ARITIMEÀ3TUDIES À0HARMACY À
*OURNALISM À3OCIALÀ7ORK ÀANDÀOTHERÀ)TSÀ$EPARTMENTÀOFÀ&INEÀANDÀ!PPLIEDÀ!RTSÀ
ISÀAÀPOINTÀOFÀREFERENCEÀINÀ#YPRUSÀHAVINGÀOBTAINEDÀMOREÀTHANÀÀAWARDSÀINÀ
NATIONALÀ ANDÀ INTERNATIONALÀ COMPETITIONSÀ 3TUDENTÀ TEAMSÀ OFÀ THEÀ #OMPUTERÀ
3CIENCEÀ ANDÀ .URSINGÀ $EPARTMENTSÀ ROUTINELYÀ WINÀ NATIONALÀ COMPETITIONSÀ
AMONGSTÀ ALLÀ UNIVERSITIESÀ À THEÀ LISTÀ OFÀ ACHIEVEMENTSÀ ANDÀ RECOGNITIONSÀ ISÀ
LONGÀ ANDÀ ALLÀ THEÀ 5NIVERSITYSÀ 3CHOOLSÀ ANDÀ $EPARTMENTSÀ CANÀ BOASTÀ ONÀ THEÀ
PERFORMANCEÀ OFÀ THEIRÀ FACULTYÀ ANDÀ STUDENTSÀ 7ITHINÀ THISÀ FRAMEWORK À THEÀ
5NIVERSITYÀ ISÀ EXPANDINGÀ ITSÀ OPERATIONÀ INÀ THEÀ ,IMASSOLÀ CAMPUS À STARTINGÀ TOÀ
O˯ERÀ FROMÀ THEÀ NEXTÀ ACADEMICÀ YEARÀ PROGRAMSÀ OFÀ STUDYÀ OFÀ THEÀ %NGINEERINGÀ
3CHOOL Àthus establishing the largest engineering school in the countryÀ
4HEÀQUALITYÀOFÀTHEÀTEACHINGÀO˯EREDÀISÀRE˱ECTEDÀINÀTHEÀACADEMICÀRECOGNITIONÀOFÀ
THEÀ5NIVERSITYSÀPROGRAMS ÀBOTHÀINÀ#YPRUSÀANDÀABROAD ÀBUTÀIMPORTANTLYÀALSOÀ
THEÀRECOGNITIONÀOFÀTHEÀPROGRAMSÀBYÀNATIONALÀANDÀINTERNATIONALÀPROFESSIONALÀ
BODIES ÀGRANTINGÀTHEÀGRADUATESÀPROFESSIONALÀRIGHTSÀ)TÀISÀNOTÀBYÀCHANCEÀTHATÀ
&REDERICKÀGRADUATESÀASSUMEÀHIGHÀRANKÀPOSITIONSÀINÀPRIVATEÀANDÀSEMI PUBLICÀ
ORGANISATIONS À INÀ ALLÀ ˰ELDSÀ OFÀ THEÀ ECONOMYÀ WHILEÀ GRADUATESÀ ANDÀ FACULTYÀ
MEMBERSÀAREÀREQUESTEDÀBYÀTHEÀSTATEÀTOÀO˯ERÀTHEIRÀSERVICESÀINÀESTEEMEDÀPOSTSÀ
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RESEARCH AND INNOVATION
&REDERICKÀ 5NIVERSITYÀ RECOGNIZESÀ THATÀ THEÀ ADVANCEMENTÀ ANDÀ ENHANCEMENTÀ
OFÀUNIVERSITY LEVELÀEDUCATIONALÀPROCESSÀISÀBASED ÀTOÀAÀSIGNI˰CANTÀDEGREE ÀONÀ
RESEARCHÀ ANDÀ INNOVATIONÀ 4OÀ THISÀ END À RESEARCHÀ COLLABORATIONSÀ AREÀ ACTIVELYÀ
PROMOTEDÀWITHÀINTERNATIONALÀUNIVERSITIESÀANDÀRESEARCHÀSTAKEHOLDERSÀINÀ#YPRUSÀ
WHILEÀ ALSOÀ O˯ERINGÀ OPPORTUNITIESÀ TOÀ STUDENTS À ESPECIALLYÀ ATÀ POSTGRADUATEÀ
LEVEL ÀTOÀENGAGEÀINÀRESEARCHÀANDÀITSÀAPPLICATIONÀINÀTHEÀINDUSTRY

STUDENT-CENTRIC PHILOSOPHY
4HEÀ CENTRALÀ PILLARÀ OFÀ SUCCESSÀ ANDÀ ESTABLISHMENTÀ OFÀ &REDERICKÀ 5NIVERSITYÀ INÀ
THEÀSOCIETYÀISÀITSÀUNIQUEÀSTUDENT CENTRICÀAPPROACHÀÀ4HEÀWAYÀTHEÀUNIVERSITYÀ
OPERATESÀANDÀCOMPREHENDSÀITSÀMISSIONÀISÀCENTEREDÀAROUNDÀTHEÀSTUDENT ÀBOTHÀ
COLLECTIVELYÀ ANDÀ INDIVIDUALLYÀ %VERYÀ FUNCTIONÀ SERVESÀ THEÀ STUDENTÀ NEEDS À SOÀ
THATÀTHEYÀCANÀDEVELOPÀTHEIRÀTALENTSÀANDÀCAPABILITIESÀANDÀFUL˰LÀTHEIRÀDREAMSÀ
4HEÀ5NIVERSITYÀTREATSÀEACHÀSTUDENTÀASÀAÀSEPARATE ÀUNIQUEÀENTITYÀANDÀWORKSÀ
TIRELESSLYÀ SOÀ THATÀ THEÀ STUDENTSÀ CANÀ EXHIBITÀ THEIRÀ CREATIVITYÀ ANDÀ LEARNINGÀ
DESIRE ÀCANÀACQUIREÀANDÀINTEGRATEÀKNOWLEDGE ÀWITHÀMEANSÀSUITEDÀSPECI˰CALLYÀ
TOÀTHEIRÀCHARACTERÀANDÀTRAITSÀ4HEÀACADEMICÀSTA˯ ÀSCIENTISTSÀWITHÀRECOGNITIONÀ
ANDÀDISTINCTIONSÀINÀTHEIRÀDOMAINS ÀISÀSTANDINGÀBYÀTHEÀSTUDENTÀATÀEACHÀSTEPÀ
SUPPORTINGÀ HIMÀ ORÀ HERÀ ATÀ EACHÀ DI˲CULTÀ TURNÀ ANDÀ ENSURINGÀ THATÀ HESHEÀ WILLÀ
DEVELOPÀINTOÀANÀINDEPENDENTÀINDIVIDUALÀACQUIRINGÀTHEÀAPPROPRIATEÀSCIENTI˰CÀ
KNOWLEDGEÀANDÀSKILLSÀ4HEÀSAMEÀAPPROACHÀISÀEMBEDDEDÀINÀALLÀADMINISTRATIVEÀ
SERVICES ÀWHEREÀTHEÀSTUDENTÀISÀAGAINÀTHEÀCENTERÀOFÀATTENTIONÀANDÀPLANNINGÀ

&REDERICKÀ5NIVERSITYÀHONORSÀITSÀKEYÀPROMISE ÀTHATÀITSÀSTUDENTSÀCANÀACHIEVEÀ
THROUGHÀITÀTHEIRÀDREAMSÀANDÀAMBITIONSÀ
!ÀSERIESÀOFÀINNOVATIVEÀSTUDENTÀSUPPORTÀSCHEMESÀHAVEÀBEENÀDEVELOPEDÀANDÀ
AREÀINÀOPERATIONÀTOÀENSUREÀTHIS

cÀ 4À HEÀINNOVATIVEÀ&INDÀYOURÀPATHÀINTENSIVEÀCAREERÀPROGRAMÀTHATÀISÀDESIGNEDÀ
FORÀSECONDARYÀEDUCATIONÀSTUDENTSÀANDÀO˯ERSÀTHEMÀINTERACTIVEÀACTIVITIESÀTOÀ
ENABLEÀTHEMÀTOÀIDENTIFYÀTHEÀPROGRAMSÀOFÀSTUDYÀANDÀTHEÀPROFESSIONALÀCAREERÀ
THATÀISÀSUITEDÀFORÀTHEMÀANDÀTHEYÀWISHÀTOÀFOLLOW

cÀ À4HEÀ INTRODUCTIONÀ OFÀ SPECIALÀ PROGRAMSÀ FORÀ NEWCOMINGÀ STUDENTSÀ FORÀ THEÀ
SUCCESSFULÀPASSAGEÀFROMÀSECONDARYÀTOÀTERTIARYÀEDUCATIONÀ

cÀ &REEÀINTENSIVEÀSUPPORTÀCOURSESÀBEFOREÀTHEÀCOMMENCEMENTÀOFÀTHEÀACADEMICÀYEAR
cÀ 4À HEÀ PROGRAMÀ 3TUDENTSÀ FORÀ 3TUDENTSÀ WHEREÀ UNIVERSITYÀ STUDENTSÀ WITHÀ
EXCELLENTÀACADEMICÀPERFORMANCEÀAREÀHIREDÀBYÀTHEÀUNIVERSITYÀTOÀO˯ERÀFREEÀ
PEERÀTUTORINGÀSUPPORTÀTOÀFELLOWÀSTUDENTSÀTHATÀNEEDÀIT

cÀ À0ERSONALISEDÀACADEMICÀSUPPORTÀANDÀCOUNSELINGÀFROMÀDESIGNATEDÀ!CADEMICÀ
#OUNSELORS

cÀ À3UPPORTÀSERVICESÀFORMÀTHEÀ3TUDIESÀANDÀ3TUDENTÀ7ELFAREÀ3ERVICEÀINÀAREASÀ
RELATEDÀTOÀACCOMMODATION ÀTRANSPORTATION ÀETC

cÀ !ÀCOUNSELINGÀCENTERÀFORÀTHEÀSUPPORTÀANDÀGUIDANCEÀOFÀSTUDENTS
cÀ À4HEÀ #AREERSÀ ANDÀ ,IAISONÀ /˲CEÀ THATÀ O˯ERSÀ PROFESSIONALÀ SUPPORTÀ ANDÀ
INFORMATIONÀFORÀOPPORTUNITIESÀOFÀEMPLOYMENTÀANDÀTRAININGÀINÀ#YPRUSÀANDÀ
ABROAD ÀASÀWELLÀASÀAVAILABLEÀSCHOLARSHIPÀSCHEMESÀ

cÀ 4À HEÀ -OBILITYÀ O˲CEÀ THATÀ HELPSÀ STUDENTS À MAINLYÀ THROUGHÀ THEÀ %RASMUSÀ
PROGRAM À TOÀ EXPERIENCEÀ BEINGÀ ABROADÀ ASÀ PARTÀ OFÀ THEIRÀ STUDIESÀ ANDORÀ
PRACTICALÀTRAINING

cÀ À!CTIONSÀ ANDÀ CAMPAIGNSÀ FORÀ RAISINGÀ AWARENESSÀ ANDÀ PROACTIVENESSÀ OFÀ
STUDENTSÀ ANDÀ THEÀ WIDERÀ UNIVERSITYÀ COMMUNITYÀ INÀ RELATIONÀ TOÀ KEYÀ SOCIAL À
CULTURAL ÀENVIRONMENTALÀANDÀOTHERÀMATTERSÀ

NICOSIAʬ!  Ň304(::63ʬ! 
,! adminfo@frederick.ac.cy www.frederick.ac.cy

Frederick University Cyprus
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More focus
on CVs as
climate
changes
continued from page 17
their personality. Next,
they learn about different
jobs and the jobs are then
matched with the personality whereupon the student
chooses the programme of
study most suited.
The initial assistance at
Frederick continues into
the ﬁrst semester. A special
course has been designed
to help the new students
deal with the transition
from high school to university addressing both academic and practical matters.
Another
thing
which
works well is a peer tutoring centre. Strong students
are employed to help the
weaker ones who may be
too shy to approach a lecturer but feel more comfortable with their peers.
The University of Nicosia
also has peer tutoring system in the form of a student success centre which
Myria Thrassou, the head
of the department, claims
is their biggest success. At
the centre the students re-

ceive free personal tutorials. Mature students tutor
others much as Frederick
does, and the students who
do the tutoring are especially trained to do so with
the help of the academics
responsible for the programme who know what
the priorities should be.
This involves all the
stakeholders, with students seeking help but also
the lecturers and heads of
departments making suggestions. The tutors get
scholarships as a reward
for their work and a certiﬁcate which can be useful
for their CV. It is another
sign of the changing times
that such scholarships and
certiﬁcates are much coveted.
Efﬁe
Christou
from
UCLan
believes
the
strength of their student
services lies in their pastoral care. “We started with
small numbers, and this
gave us an opportunity to
get to know the students
and we made the students aware that they can
trust us and they will get

answers to all their questions,” she said. With the
knowledge coming from
the close contact student
services can pick up prob-

lems and refer students
to counselling services or
even outside professionals
when necessary.
Established in 2012, the

Strong students are employed to
help the weaker ones who may
be too shy to approach a lecturer
but feel more comfortable with
their peers

university initially had the
advantage of understanding all the student services
as they had access to the
UK resources. However, according to Christou it has
been a challenge to match
the UK services to the
Cyprus context. Another
challenge was the location,
as there was no local public
transport available when
the university was built
and the university was not
well known at the time.
The student affairs department also mentions
the changing use of technology. UCLan works extensively with social media.
As they had the opportuni-

ty to use social media from
the beginning of their existence student affairs have
consequently established a
good way of communicating with the students who
all got used to this form of
communication.
Looking at all of the services, is there a best approach? Certainly all give
the impression that they
are continuously adapting to new economic challenges and technological
advantages and much has
changed from the days
when student affairs was
a service mainly for a minority of international students.

Public higher education within reach at Open University of Cyprus

OPEN University of Cyprus (OUC)
is a public Higher Education Institution dedicated entirely to open
and distance education. OUC
opens up new horizons in higher
education to those wishing to
study, overcoming the ‘limitations’
of conventional classroom education, offering ﬂexibility, a variety
of choices, and open access to a
range of accredited, interdisciplinary, career-oriented bachelors,
masters and doctoral level programmes.
At OUC, there is no ‘one size ﬁts
all’ approach. The University’s
ﬂexible educational methodology
supports people’s need for continuous enhancement of their qualiﬁcations and personal/professional
advancement, allowing students
to tailor their own educational
path, irrespective of age, time, location or life circumstances.
Since its establishment in 2002 and
launching of its ﬁrst programmes
of study in 2006, OUC continues to
grow steadily. With an enrolment
of approximately 5,000 students,
OUC is the largest university of
Cyprus in terms of postgraduate
students, while approximately
2,600 people have already graduated with an OUC degree.
For the 2016-2017 academic year,
Open University of Cyprus offers
three undergraduate programmes
and 24 Masters programmes (19
in Greek, ﬁve in English), as well
as PhD positions in a wide range
of research areas. All programmes
are organised by the University’s

three faculties: the faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences; the
faculty of Pure and Applied Sciences; and the faculty of Economics and Management.
Open University of Cyprus is committed to opening up education
to all, offering an outstanding
teaching and learning experience
and unrivalled links with the business world. OUC aims to establish itself as a leading distance
education university with an international presence and recognition, mainly in the broader area
of south-eastern Europe and the
Mediterranean. To this end, the
university offers diverse high quality programmes of study in ‘classical’ and contemporary scientiﬁc
ﬁelds in both Greek and English,
attracting students both locally

and from across the world.
Distance education differs from
conventional
classroom-based
education, mainly because it allows students to complete their
studies without physically attending
scheduled
lectures.
OUC’s main educational tool is
the eLearning Platform – eClass
- that facilitates online teaching and learning, allowing the
establishment of virtual classrooms, and which is equipped
with real-time and asynchronous
collaboration tools. At the same
time, learning experience is complemented by group tutorials,
scheduled throughout the academic year, which are organised
with physical presence, or conducted virtually on eClass.
Open University of Cyprus oper-

ates on a modular system and
degrees are obtained through the
accumulation of ECTS credits. To
obtain a bachelors degree, students must complete 240 ECTS
credits (representing four academic years for full-time students),
while to attain Masters degrees,
students must complete 90-120
ECTS (translating to three to four
academic semesters for full-time
students).
The main language of instruction at Open University of Cyprus is Greek. Aiming to attract
foreign students, OUC also offers
the following Masters degree programmes in English:
Master of Business Administration (MBA).
Cognitive Systems (joint degree
with University of Cyprus, pending
evaluation by the Cypriot National
Agency of Quality Assurance and
Accreditation in Higher Education).
Enterprise
Risk
Management
(joint degree with Hellenic Open
University).
International
Hospitality
and
Tourism Management (joint degree with Cyprus University of
Technology).
Sustainable Energy Systems (joint

degree with Frederick University).
Why choose Open University of
Cyprus:
• For the opportunity to study at a
European public university.
• Because degrees awarded by
OUC are equivalent to any other
accredited university worldwide,
regardless of the educational
methodology used - conventional
or not.
• For its affordable, high quality,
distance learning undergraduate
and postgraduate (Master and
PhD) programmes, accredited by
Cypriot and European competent
authorities.
• For the ﬂexibility and wide range
of choices, enabling you to ﬁt your
studies around personal and professional commitments.
• For the user-friendly eLearning
Platform and multi-format educational material that provide a
seamless learning experience.
• For the strong and continuous
academic support provided by
OUC’s experienced academic staff.
• For the active online interaction
with fellow students, faculty and
tutors, irrespective of location.
Learn more at www.ouc.ac.cy
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New chances, new courses
Private universities on the island are
constantly adding new programmes
as the world of work around us
changes. Annette Chrysostomou
looks at what is new
rivate
universities
in Cyprus continue
to offer traditional
subjects but are
also on the constant lookout for new opportunities,
introducing
programmes
in recent years that reﬂect
the world we live in. Some
of them started because of
new developments, such as
the discovery of gas ﬁelds
off the coast of Cyprus and
changing technology, others simply exploit market
niches.
The discovery of gas triggered the universities to offer oil and gas studies and
programmes are still going
strong.
Four years ago, the University of Nicosia (UNic)
was the ﬁrst to offer a BSc
in Energy, Oil and Gas Management. Although other
universities have followed,
programme
coordinator
Marios Valiantis points out
that UNic’s bachelors programme stands apart from
the rest. “We are teaching
general business courses so
graduates can run any kind
of business, and also specialised courses so they can
understand enough to run
an oil and gas ﬁrm. They
will take a course in petroleum geology, for example,
so when a geologist comes
to them with a report they
know enough to make an informed business decision,”
he said.
The other thing that is important today, he continued,
is “we make students understand that energy and the
environment go together
and that the impact on the
environment should be considered and minimised.”
The European University
Cyprus is one of those which
followed. According to Vice
Director of Academic Affairs
Andreas Makris around two
years ago oil and gas studies for both bachelors and
masters were added due to
the gas prospects around
Cyprus.
Apart from oil and gas,
there are also other studies
that acknowledge that Cyprus is surrounded by the
sea. Frederick University
started out with a Bachelors
in Maritime Studies and
now also has a Masters in
the same ﬁeld. Next, the institution is planning to offer
a Masters in Maritime Law
and Shipping which will give
students the opportunity to
land jobs as either specialised lawyers or managers in
the maritime sector.
The universities also focus
their courses of study on the
rapid development of new
technologies, and Frederick
is no exception. Their latest addition to the ﬁeld is
a Masters in Web & Smart
Systems, smart systems being intelligent systems that
are not computers, such as
mobile devices. “There are

P

The discovery of offshore gas
led to a range of courses

‘The Cypriot and Greek public
sector is very dynamic,
revolutionary changes take place.
Now there is a call for strategic
planning linked with the need to
follow a budget’
a lot of students who study
computing, and we need to
give them an appropriate focus,” Head of the Strategic
Development
Committee
Christophoros
Charalambous said.
UNic offers a Masters in
Digital Media and Communication, the emphasis being on digital. Though there
has long been a Masters in
Communications, recently
this has been revamped,
embracing new technologies
like social media. “This is
the only programme in Cyprus that has a clear emphasis on digital media,” head
of the Communications Department Tao Papaioannou
told the Cyprus Mail.
It allows students to
choose from three different
specialisations, Journalism
and Social Media Publishing, Public Relations and
Advertising in Networked
Society, and Sports Media
and Communications.
“It is critical, theoretical
and practical,” Papaioannou explained, “and we offer
the three specialisations so
people can become journalists, or marketeers, or sports
commentators, all of which
are very different.”
In line with advancing new
trends in technology the
university now also has a
Masters in Digital Currency,

which not only teaches the
many facets of digital currencies but in addition offers the course to students
internationally via online
format.
The University of Central
Lancashire Cyprus (UCLan)
teaches Cybersecurity in
an age where cybersecurity
is part of many disciplines

such as defence, intelligence
and healthcare.
Head of the School of Sciences at UCLan Irene Polycarpou explained that this
is the way the future lies.
“More sensitive information
is shared every day,” she
stressed.
The programme includes
areas such as cyber warfare
and defence, ethical hacking
and network forensics with
the aim of equipping people
with the knowledge required
to design secure networks.
Typically,
cybersecurity
professionals can be employed by telecommunication, IT and technology
companies, network operators and network equipment
vendors, consultancy agencies and government departments, as well as any
other organisation which
needs to protect its IT infrastructure and operations.
The European University
Cyprus courses of study include Game Designing and
Development; and UCLan
Cyprus also has Game Development as one of their
paths.
“This has become more
popular
especially
with
young people. They are

more demanding customers. Companies are more focused on the production of
video games because there
are many games now and
customers compare more
than just the game; they
see the whole experience so
more specialised people are
hired to design the games.
Also it’s not just about playing but games are used in
other sectors such as education and training as well,”
Polycarpou said.
In addition to Game Designing and Development,
the European University
Cyprus added Pharmacology and Biological Sciences.
There is also a Masters in
Midwifery. New programmes
are chosen after an extensive
feasibility study. “We enrich
the programmes every year
after research we have done,”
the Vice Director of Academic Affairs said. “We take into
account our students from
Cyprus and Greece, who are
around 73 per cent of our
students, but also international students and we also
look at what other universities offer, both in Cyprus and
abroad. Actually, now we are
in the process of planning for
next year.”

Yet another new one is
Civil and Environmental
Engineering. Its environmental angle is new, as this
programme not only covers the design, construction and maintenance of
technical projects, but also
environmental and sustainable development and risks
such as earthquakes, ﬁres
and climate change. This
opens the way for students
to become not only civil engineers, but also leads to a
potential career as environmental engineers or water
resources managers.
A very different ﬁeld of
study at the University of
Nicosia has also been introduced due to changing
times, a Masters in Public Administration (MPA).
“The Cypriot and Greek
public sector is very dynamic, revolutionary changes
take place. Now there is a
call for strategic planning
linked with the need to follow a budget,’ George Kentas, MPA programme coordinator said explaining the
growing demand. “Nearly all
of our students already work
in the public sector, from all
layers, and they want to add
a theoretical knowledge to
their practical skills.”
The UNic Pharmacy programme combines basic and
traditional topics with modern trends. It is designed to
prepare students for carrying out research that will
eventually produce the next
generation of medicine. It
is also concerned with new
ways of delivering drugs effectively and safely.
Frederick University, already well known for its
design and architecture
programmes, have now got
a Masters in Conservation
and Restoration of Historical Structures, which is of
interest to architects and
to other professionals such
as those working with antiques.
So, there is plenty to
choose from, much more
than can be covered in one
space. And, of course, there
are all the traditional programmes which also keep
changing content to adapt
to changing times.

